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Mobile Grooming Pricing  
Barks Express 

Includes: shampoo, conditioner, blow dry, brush-out, nail trim, ear cleaning, cologne, bow tie 

 S (under 20lbs)  $55   *Double Coat +$5 
 M (21-45lbs)   $60   *Double Coat +$10 
 L (46-65lbs)   $65   *Double Coat +$15 
 XL (66-99lbs)   $70   *Double Coat +$20  
 Giant (100lbs & up)  $75   *Double Coat +$25 

Tidy Me Up 

Includes: shampoo, conditioner, blow dry, brush-out, nail trim, ear cleaning, face/feet/sani trim, cologne, 
bow tie 

 S (under 20lbs)  $65   *Double Coat +$5 
 M (21-45lbs)   $70   *Double Coat +$10 
 L (46-65lbs)   $80   *Double Coat +$15 
 XL (66-99lbs)   $85   *Double Coat +$20  
 Giant (100lbs & up)  $90   *Double Coat +$25 

Barks Deluxe   

Includes: shampoo, conditioner, blow dry, brush-out, nail trim, ear cleaning, hair cut (1” or shorter), 
cologne, bow tie 

 S (under 20lbs)  $75   *Double Coat +$5 
 M (21-45lbs)   $85   *Double Coat +$10 
 L (46-65lbs)   $100   *Double Coat +$15 
 XL (66-99lbs)   $110   *Double Coat +$20  
 Giant (100lbs & up)  $120   *Double Coat +$25 

Cats 
 
Full Groom; Includes: shampoo, conditioner, partial blow dry, brush-out, ear cleaning, hair cut (#10 
straight or #10 lion cut- no variations) 

 All sizes   $115 

Partial Groom; Includes: either bath or haircut, but not both 
 All sizes    $85 

Surcharges 
 

 Scissor cuts (hair length over 1”)  $10 
 De-matting     First 15 mins free, then $15 per 10 mins 
 Handling (2 people/muzzle)   $20 
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Mobile Grooming Pricing (continued) 
 
Spa Packages 
 

 De-Shed Treatment    +$20 
Includes:  coat handler shampoo & conditioner, 15 mins de-shed rake 
 

 Flea Therapy     +$20 
Required for all dogs with fleas! 
Includes:  flea shampoo, deep conditioner, skin soothing oil 
 

   Allergy & Skin Healing Relief  +$20        
 Includes:  tea tree & aloe shampoo or medicated shampoo, deep conditioner, hot spot relief spray 
 

 Shine Bright Like a Diamond   +$20 
Includes:  blueberry facial, whitening shampoo, brightening conditioner, teeth brushing 
 

 Holiday Special    +$20 
Includes:  holiday scented shampoo, deep conditioner, holiday cologne 

 
À La Carte Menu 

Ear Cleaning     $12  Nail Trim   $15 
Nail Trim & Ear Cleaning    $20  Blueberry Facial Scrub  $10  
Teeth Brush     $12  Flea Shampoo   $10  
Specialty Shampoo     $10 
(hypoallergenic, oatmeal, whitening, antifungal) 

 
 

*All of our styling products are all-natural and safe for sensitive skin* 


